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Abstract 

In this paper, a new theory of qualitative comparative 
descriptions for dynamic system behavior is presented. 
System deviations and behavior deviations are viewed 
relative to the normal case. In contrast to existing 
approaches, a deviation is not only characterized as “less 
than normal” or “greater than normal” (LGTN), but devia- 
tions can also be compared with each other in order to avoid 
ambiguities and provide more precise predictions. A funda- 
mental problem in comparative behavior prediction is that 
LGTN deviations can cause non-LGTN effects like a change 
of the direction of a parameter or a change in the order of 
events. Such so-called changes in the behavioral topology 
(10,ll) cannot be handled by existing approaches in a satis- 
fying way, but are covered by our theory. Our theory is 
incorporated into the relative simulator RSIM+. RSIM+ can 
be viewed as an extension of the QSIM simulator (7). It 
provides a refined system description with qualitative 
predictions which have not been achieved in other work. In 
particular, it is guaranteed that all behaviors following from 
an LGTN deviation are predicted. 

1 Introduction 
In fault diagnosis and system analysis one often has to 
predict the consequences of system changes to the system’s 
behavior. When dealing with continuous systems, most 
changes and consequences can qualitatively be best 
described by relative descriptions like “less than normal” or 
“greater than normal” (LGTN). That is, the system is 
compared to a reference system and the system’s behavior 
is compared to the reference system’s behavior. While this 
sort of descriptions has widely been used to analyse static 
systems or equilibrium states of dynamic systems (2,4,5,6) 
only few approaches exist that can deal with general 
dynamic system behaviors (10,ll). 

Dynamic behavior prediction for system changes with an 
LGTN character entails some difficulties: 

1. LGTN deviations can influence the duration of 
processes. Therefore, the deviating and the reference 
behavior can get “out of phase” so that a pointwise compar- 
ison of behaviors is problematic. See the frictionless 
spring/block system of Fig. 1’. A higher mass would lead 
to a higher period of oscillation. It would make no sense to 
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Fig. 1 The spring/block system. 

compare a mass that is moving to the rest position with a 
mass that is moving away from that point. Instead, corre- 
sponding parts of the oscillation process should be 
compared with each other. 

2. An unambiguous prediction of behavior may require 
the comparison of deviations. This is the case, for example, 
when the net effect of opposing deviations has to be con&d- 
ered or two competing-deviations contribute to the system 
behavior. A higher initial displacement x of the spring, e.g., 
leads to a higher velocity v. Because of the linearity of 
Hooke’s law (F=k*x), spring force equals spring constant 
times displacement, and since F=m*a, (force equals mass 
times acceleration), x and v are always too high by the 
same factor, so that the period of oscillation does not 
change (see 10,ll). This can be deduced, if a comparison of 
the deviations of x and v is possible and specific broperties 
of linear relationships can be represented and exploited. 

3. Deviations with an LGTN character can have effects 
with a non-LGTN character, i.e. drastic effects like a 
change of direction or a different order of events. For 
example, if a tank, initially partly filled with water, is being 
completely filled by a pump, a low pump pressure would 
lead- to a higher duration of the filling p&ess - provided 
that the pump pressure is still higher than the water 
pressure in the tank. But if not, the water level in the tank 
would decrease until the pump pressure is reached. That is, 
when the pump pressure is too low, the direction of the 
water flow can change. In the heat exchanger of Fig. 2, hot 
oil is cooled down. If normally the oil reaches the equilib- 
rium temperature somewhere inside the heat exchanger and 
then leaves the heat exchanger completely cooled down, a 

2. Our techniques have been used for more complex systems 
like a steering control loop or a ballast system. To facilitate a 
better comparison to existing approaches we use well-known 
systems of the qualitative physics literature in this paper. Most 
examples stem from (11). 
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too high oil velocity could prevent the equilibrium temper- 
ature to be reached. Weld calls such drastic effects changes 
in the behavioral topology (10) because they involve a 
structural change of the behavior description. 

Fig. 2 The heat exchanger (11). (outlet) b-X 

The first problem has sufficiently been solved by Weld’s 
concept of perspective (lo), i.e. deviations of parameters 
are described with respect to other parameters than time. 
The latter two problems, however, have not been solved in 
a satisfying way by the existing approaches: In qualitative 
simulation, usually, linear, underlinear, and overlinear 
dependencies are not distinguished. Instead, they are 
covered by the more general monotonic dependency. A 
comparison of deviations is not provided. In (lo), Weld 
gives a proof that there does not exist a useful perspective 
to handle the case of the too high amplitude. In this paper, 
we present a theory of comparative descriptions where 

* behaviors can be synchronized in order to allow a 
sensible comparison of corresponding parts, 

0 parameter values can be classified as too low, too 
high or normal, 

0 deviations of parameter values can be compared 
with each other, 

* properties of special monotonic relationships can be 
represented, (This includes linear, overlinear and 
underlinear relationships as well as “faulty” 
monotonic relationships like a relationship that is 
too steep or too flat in comparison to the reference 
system.) 

0 changes of the behavioral topology cCan be handled. 
This theory is realized by the RSIM+ simulator. 

RSIM+‘s input and output and parts of the simulation 
technique are oriented towards QSIM (7). In fact, RSIM+ 
can be viewed as an extension of QSIM where QSIM’s 
(absolute) parameter and state descriptions are refined by 
relative descriptions. These relative descriptions are based 
on the concept of P values which relate deviations to 
absolute values (8). In Section 2 we summarize the 
essential definitions concerning P values and deviations. 
Section 3 explains RSlM+‘s modeling properties. In 
Section 4 it is demonstrated how RSlM+ works, and our 
example problems are solved. Section 5 compares RSIM+ 
to related approaches, and Section 6 gives a summary. 

2 Describing Deviations 
As it is required in QSIM, each physical quantity, called 
parameter, is taken to be a “reasonable” function of time, 
i.e. a continuously differentiable function of time with a 
finite number of “critical points” (where the derivative is 0) 

in any bounded interval. We distinguish between a 
parameter in the disturbed system and the same parameter 
in the reference system by indexing the latter with “ref”. 

Def. 2.1 The deviation of a parameter value f(t) from a 
reference value fre,(t) is called a continuous deviation with 
regard to a basis landmark 1, if f(t) is on the same side of la 
as fr&), that is (f(t) < 1, A f&t) c la) v (f(t) > 1, A f&) > 
la). Otherwise it is called a discontinuous deviation wrt 1, 

The idea of this definition is to distinguish between 
deviations that can be described as less or greater than 
normal and deviations where this is not adequate due to 
drastic behavior changes. The border between continuous 
and discontinuous deviations is determined by the basis 
landmark which also separates “+” and “-” in the sign 
quantity space. 

Weld calls arbitrarily small changes in the value of a 
parameter d@erential, and more drastic changes non-d@ 
rentiaZ(l1). The essential property of a differential change 
is that it could be arbitrarily small without falling into a 
qualitatively different area, i.e. no landmark value may lie 
between the deviating value and the normal value. 
Following Weld we call deviations that lie in the same 
qualitative area, i.e. have the same absolute description as 
the normal value, differential, and deviations that lie 
outside this area non-differential. 

non-differential deviations differential non-diff. 

.a1 

cl 

,.m...m . . . . .I~r.4YJ@~?~~~~*~rn~+~*p~ 

iscontinuous continuous 

Fig. 3 Differential, non-differential, continuous and discon- 
tinuous deviations from a reference value f,,-(t) wrt 1,. 

Differential and continuous deviations are very similar. 
For quantity spaces with only one landmark like { -, 0, +} 
both classes are identical. In general, each differential 
deviation is a continuous deviation and each discontinuous 
deviation is a non-differential deviation (Fig. 3).The way 
and the extent f(t) differs from fief(t) can be described by 
the quotient of the distances of f(t) and f&t) from the basis 
landmark. We call this quotient the P value of f(t). 

f(t) - la Def. 2.2 : P(f,t) = 
f&Ct) - la 

Note, that P values are relative, but not qualitative. 
However, we are only interested in qualitative properties of 
P values. Therefore, we don’t need exact values for the 
function P. We are working with two different kinds of 
qualitative information about P values. First, we distin- 
guish different areas of P values. The relevant distinctions 
are captured by the function PQ: 

Def.: 
PQ(f,t) = too-low ::= 0 < P(f,t) < 1 
PQ(f,t) = normal ::= P(f,t) = 1 v f(t)-1, = f&t)-la = 0 
PQ(f,t) = too-high ::= P(f,t) > 1 
PQ(f,t) = discontinuous::= P(f,t) < 0 v (f(t) - 1, = 0 A 
f&(t) - 1, <> 0) v (f(t) - 1, <> 0 A frer(t) - 1, = 0) 
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Second, we use the relations <, =, and > to compare 
positive P values. This gives us a handle to refine qualita- 
tive system descriptions and behaviors, to distinguish more 
spectic classes of constraints between system parameters, 
and to diminish some unwanted spurious behaviors. For 
example, system properties like the linear dependency 
between two parameters can be described in terms of P 
values, since the P values of such parameters are equal as 
well as the P values of their derivatives. 

In addition to a QSIM-type description where the 
amount of a parameter is described by an interval or a 
landmark, and its derivative is described by a sign, in 
RSIM+, amount and derivative can also be described by a 
PQ value and relations between P values. Thus we have 
four description layers providing both absolute and relative 
descriptions: sign layer, qval layer (intervals or landmarks), 
PQ layer, and P layer. 

3 Modeling Systems 
An RSIM+ model is given by a set of constraints just as a 
model in QSIM. In general, every RSIM+ model is a 
specialized QSIM model because aside from “exact” 
constraints, like SUM or PRODUCT (Table 2), it 
comprises specializations of QSIM’s qualitative 
constraints. These specializations concern monotonic rela- 
tionships between two parameters: On the one hand, linear, 
overlinear and underlinear relationships can be distin- 
guished. On the other hand, it can be expressed that a 
monotonic relationship in the disturbed system is steeper or 
flatter than in the reference system. Table 1 shows the 
following three specializations of QSIM’s Me+ constraint. 
The definitions are equivalent under qualitative absolute 
descriptions, but they dilfer under relative descriptions. 

LINEAR,+(f,g) : u f(t)=H(g(t)) * f,et-W=Wg,&N 
A H(O)=0 A H’(x)>0 A H”(x)=0 

OVERLINEAl+,+(f,g):- f(t)=H(g(t)) A fr,f(t)=H(g,,.t)) 
A H(O)=0 A H’(x)>0 A H”(x)>0 

TOO-FLAT,+(f,g) : - f(O=Wg(O) *f,,f(t)=H,,f(g,,r(t)) 
A H(O)=0 A H’(x)>0 A H&O)=0 A 

Href’(xbO * hy: WxkH,,f’(y) 

Table 1: PQ tupels and P Relationships for Some Special MO+ 
Constraints (L: too-low, N: normal, H: too-high, D: discont.) 

Constraint(f,g) LINEA&+ OVERLINEAR,+ TOO-FLATO+ 

“;t,“,pQ {U.&),(N,N), { (LLMNN), ‘;~;;‘;;;; 

((PQ(f),PQ(g)) (H’H)‘(DyD)’ Wh(D D) I (H;H);(&)‘J 

P relationships If (L L) then 
between P(f) < P(g) 
amounts P(f) = P(g) 

If (N N) then 
P(f) < P(g) 

(for positive P(f) = P(g) 

P values) 
If (H H) then 

P(f) > P(g) 

P relationships If PQ(g)=L then 
between Rf’NW) 

derivatives P(f’) = P(g’) If PQ(g)=N then 
P(f ‘)=P(g’) 

pcf ‘) < ~(~9) 

(for positive 
P values) 

If PQ(g)=H then 
P(f’)>P(g’) 

Table 2: Part of the Definition of the 
PRODUCT Constraint: h=Trg 

PQ(f)=N L A P(h)=P( g) N H A P(h)=P(g) D 

:L * P@WW HA 
PQ(f)=H vNv 

H A 

WO=P(f) W>W * D 
(H A VWW) WO>Wg) 

PQ(f)=Di D iDI D (LVNVHVD~ 

Fig. 4 shows the RSlM+ models of our example systems. It 
is required that a model and the corresponding reference 
model may only differ in the specializations of monotonic 
constraints (i.e. the deviating and the reference system must 
have the same QSIM model). 

create-model *spring/block* 
:quantity-spaces ((x-qs (x2* xl * 0))) ;(qs-name landmarks: 
:variables ((x x-qs) v vv a f ke pe) 
:constants (m k te) 
:constraints ((deriv v x) ;the block’s velocity is the 

;derivative of its position 
(deriv a v) ;acceleration is the derivative of velociq 
(product f m a) ;force equals mass times acceleration 
(product f k x) ;force equals spring constant 

;times position 
(square vv v) ;vv is the square of v. 
(product ke m w) ;Rinetic energy depends on the product 

;of mass and the square of velocity 
(square pe f) ;Weld calls it a “cheating definition 

;of potential energy” (11, p.159). 
(sum te pe ke))) ;Total energy is the sum of 

;kinetic and potential energy. 
create-model *heat-exchanger* 
:variables (x f q) 
:constants (v) 
:constraints ((deriv v x) ;velocity is the derivative of position 

(deriv f q) ;heat flow is the derivative of heat 
(non-negative q) ;heat cannot become negative 
(IinearO- f q))) ;heat flow is a linearly decreasing 

3 
i ;function of the heat 
I] Fig. 4 Models for spring/block system and heat exchanger. I~~ _^ I* -,,-“e- I-,A-.-“x^l”A^-,.*” ,“-k- ,ewl”--x-,A.~- -_um---“,- -x____x-_I 

4 Describing Behaviors 
As in most qualitative simulators, RSIM+‘s simulation 
mechanism is a cyclic process consisting of an intrastate 
analysis and an interstate analysis. The intrastate analysis 
takes an incomplete description of a system state as input 
and generates one or - because of ambiguities - several 
complete state descriptions. The interstate analysis takes a 
complete state description and generates an incomplete 
description of the successor state(s). 

4.1 Intrastate Analysis 
Fig. 5 shows the initial information we have for the spring/- 
block system with a) too high mass, and b) too high initial 
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displacement. Deviations from the reference system may 
not only concern the model (via special monotonic 
constraints) but additionally the initial state. Intrastate 
analysis in RUM+ is done by constraint propagation. On 
the PQ layer, constraint propagation is based on the sets of 
allowed PQ value tupels for each constraint relation (Table 
1, fist line, Table 2). On the P layer, constraint propagation 
assigns relations to pairs of P values, so that a consistent 
graph of P values is generated. Since RSIM+ uses the 
relations c, =, >, the graph represents a partial or&r of sets 
of P values. Each set consists of P values of the same 
magnitude. Propagating constraints on the P layer means 
increasing the order between the P values of all parameters. 
The additional information on the P layer helps to avoid 
spurious behavior on the PQ layer. That is, if a system state 
is completely described on the PQ layer, it may happen that 
the corresponding P relationships are inconsistent, for 
example because of cycles in a path of c relationships. 

ml b)ziT&7g 

a) sign(m) :+ 

Fig. 5 Initial information about the deviating spring/block 
systems with a) too high mass and b) too high displacement. 

Constraint propagation on the P layer is governed by two 
sources: On the one hand, there are relationships between 
the P values of the amounts of the constraint parameters 
and between their derivatives (Table 1, lines 2,3, Table 2). 
For example, in a linear relationship the P values of the 
parameter amounts are always equal. On the other hand, 
one can exploit dependencies between the relationships 
between amount and derivative of the constraint pam.rne- 
ters. If, for example, (PRODUCT h f g), and P(f) > P(f) 
and P(g) > P(g’), and sign(f) = sign(f) = sign(g) = sign(g’) 
= +, then P(h) > P(h’). 

4.2 Describing Behaviors - Interstate Analysis 
RSIM+‘s interstate analysis is realized by so-called transi- 
tion rules in a similar way as in QSlM. Two types of transi- 
tions are distinguished: point transitions and interval 
transitions. A point transition is applied to states that 
describe the system at a certain time point. It infers infor- 
mation about the following time interval. An interval tran- 
sition works in the corresponding way. In contrast to 
absolute transitions, a relative interval transition can infer 
information about the duration to reach the next event. PQ 
transitions, like QSIM transitions, cover all possible combi- 
nations of values that amount and derivative of a parameter 
can take. On the P layer an exhaustive treatment of all 
possible combinations of P values does not seem necessary. 
Instead, some special but very useful transitions have been 
formulated. RSIM+ uses 12 point transitions and 19 
interval transitions for PQ values and 2 point transitions 
and 14 interval transitions for relations between P values. 
The following sections describe how particular aspects of 
system behavior are solved by RSIM+ for our example 
problems and-they present some typical transitions. 

4.2.1 Synchronization. A spring/block system with a too 
high mass has a longer period of oscillation. That is, the 
deviating and the reference system get out of phase. A strict 
pointwise comparison of both behaviors makes no sense. 
Instead, corresponding events and intervals should be 
compared with each other, i.e. the initial states, the 
intervals of approaching the rest position, the events of 
reaching the rest position, and so on. Therefore, a pointwise 
comparison must stop when the “faster” behavior reaches 
the next event. At this point, RSlM+ synchronizes both 
behaviors. This is done by interval transitions which infer 
information about the next event with a synchronization 
(the duration to reach the event is too low or too high) and 
without a synchronization (duration=N). In order to prevent 
discontinuous deviations, synchronization is triggered 
everytime when a parameter or its derivative reaches the 
basis landmark. The transition IAHDLNl (an attempt of a 
systematic acronym: Amount High, Derivative Low or 
Normal), for example, describes the case where a 
parameter is too high, i.e. too far away from 0, and is 
approaching 0 with a too low or just a normal velocity. 
Therefore, the duration to reach 0 is too high. 

IAHDLNl: pQ(f,(G,tj))=H A sign(f,(t.$$)=- A 
pQ(f’,($,tj>k {W) A signU’,@+ *I)=+ 

* (duration(t$.+At)=H A ((sign(f,tj+At)=O A P 
=N) v (sign($f,tj+At)=- 

h (f,%+At) 
A pQ(f,tj+Atk {LNJ)))) 

v (Sign(f,tj)=- A ((duration(t+t$E {L,N} A PQ(f,tj)=H) 
v (duration(ti,tj)=N A PQ(f,tj)=D))> 

Fig. 6a shows the first quarter of a period of RSM+‘s 
simulation output for the spring/block system with too high 
mass (concerning position, velocity, and acceleration of the 
block). It is deduced that reaching the rest position costs 
more time than normally. The interval transition IAHDLNl 
could be used for parameter x in both intervals. Notice, that 
in comparison to a pure absolute simulation, (as done by 
QSIM,) we have the additional event that the acceleration 
reaches “normal”. The behaviors of Fig. 6 can be derived 
unambiguously. In general, however, the degree of 
ambiguity of an RSIM+ simulation is significantly higher 
than that of the corresponding QSIM simulation. The 
projection of an RSIM+ behavior tree to absolute values 
results in the corresponding QSM tree. 

4.2.2 Comparison of deviations. A spring/block system 
with a too high amplitude would have the same period as 
the reference system because of the linear dependency of 
position and acceleration. Without a comparison of devia- 
tions, it cannot be decided what happens if the block has to 
cover a higher distance with a higher velocity. With 
RSIM+, it can be deduced, that the period of oscillation 
does not change because of the equality of the P values of 
position, velocity and acceleration (Fig. 6b). 

The intrastate analysis for the initial state deduces that 
the P values of position, x, force, f, and acceleration, a, all 
are equal, i.e. they are too high by the same factor. The P 
value of the velocity, v, is not defined, since v and vref are 
both 0. The P transition P== deduces that in the following 
time interval the P values of x, v, and a must all be equal, if 
the P values of x and a are still equal: 
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a) 

W 

;$N $1 * 
sign(v) :0 
w(v) :N 

sign a) pq(a ! it 

FqT; xl p* 01 I 
sign(v) ;; 
pq(v) 
sign a) :+ 

$$a I :L 

sign(v) it 
pq(v) 
sign a) :+ 
gq(a I :H , 

qval(tij mmmfOm 
’ pq(x) :N 
sign(v) :+ 
pq(v) :L 
sign a) :0 
pq(a \ :N 
duration : 

Fig. 6 mo deviating behaviors for the spring/block system, produced by RSIM+: a) the behavior for a too high 
mass b )the behavior for a too high amplitude. Events are indicated by rectangles, intervals by ovals. 

p== : (P(f,G)=P(f’,t$ v (PQ(f’,ti)=N A sign(f’,tj)=O)) A 
P(f,ti)=P(f”,ti) 

~P(f,(ti,tj))=P(f’,(~,tj))=P(f”,(ti,tj) v 
P(f’ ,(ti,tj));ep(f,(ti,tj))#p(f’,(ti,tj)) 

While the equality of the P values of x and a always can 
be determined in the intrastate analysis, the equality of P(x) 
and P(v) is propagated from state to state by transition rules 
like P==. A more general interval transition states that if 
two P values are equal in a time interval (tip tj> they must 
still be equal at tja The information that the position must 
reach 0 in normal time is finally deduced by the interval 
transition IAHDH=-. This rule belongs to a group of 12 
similar transitions that describe the case where a parameter 
is approaching 0 and both, amount and derivative, are too 
high or too low. In IAHDH=-, 0 is reached at the same time 
as-normally because amount and derivative are too high by 
the same factor. 

w=-:PQ(f,(ti,~))=PQ(f’,(ti,t))=H A Sigll(f,(c,t.))=- 
A sign(f ,(t,t))=+ A Ptf,(t.$.))=p(f’,(ti)=P(f,(tj t.n 

3 (sign(f,t$=O A duiabon(G, 
(sign(f,$+At)=-A duration t 

.)=N A PQ(f,t$=Nj’v 
G,tj+At)=H) v 

(sign(f@=- A duration(G,t$E (L,N} A PQ(f,tj)=H) 

4.2.3 Changes in the Behavioral Topology. A behavior 
can be characterized by a sequence of absolute transitions 
yi, -**, yk, i.e. the time points when a parameter reaches (or 
leaves) a landmark or its derivative reaches (or leaves) 0 
(compare 10). Especially, we are interested in those 
absolute transitions PO, . . . . pi, {Pj) c CYi>, where a 
parameter or its derivative reaches (or leaves) the basis 
landmark. We call the pj basis transitions. Every behavior 
has a time function, T, which takes transitions to the time 
points when they occur. 

Weld defines the behaviors of two systems, S and &, as 
topologically equal if they have the same sequence of 
absolute transitions, ye, . . . . yk, and for 0 I i I k, 
QS(S,T(yi))=QS(Sref,Tr&yi)), i.e. the absolute qualitative 
states of both systems are identical (corresponding 
parameters have identical absolute values). 

If this is not the case, Weld speaks of changes in the 
behavioral topology. According to our discrimination of 
continuous and discontinuous deviations we distinguish 
continuous and discontinuous changes in the behavioral 

topology. We call a change in the behavioral topology 
~o~~tinuo~s, if the behaviors still have the same sequence 
of basis transitions, PO, . . . . p1, and for 0 I j I 1 all deviations 
Of QS(S,T(Pj)) with respect to QS(Sref,Tref(Pj)) are 
continuous. Otherwise we call it discontinuous. 

The qualitative behavior of the heat exchanger is charac- 
terized by two transitions: the heat reaches the equilibrium 
temperature and the oil reaches the outlet. A certain refer- 
ence order of these transitions can change if the oil is 
passing the heat exchanger with a too high velocity. Both 
transitions are basis transitions, hence this is an example 
for a discontinuous change of topology. RSIIvI+‘s output 
for the heat exchanger with too high velocity is given by 
Fig. 7. As reference behavior, RSlM+ takes all possible 
absolute behaviors of the reference system. (Since devi- 
ating and reference system have the same absolute descrip- 
tion, these behaviors are generated implicitly.) With 
additional model information about the reference system, a 
special reference behavior and thus the corresponding devi- 
ating behaviors can be determined. Discontinuous changes 
of parameters are marked by a PQ value of D. This means: 
“Normally this parameter has a different sign for this time 
point/interval.” By a comparison with the other paths of the 
tree, it can be deduced which of them correspond (in their 
absolute descriptions) to possible reference behaviors. That 
is, possible changes of the absolute behavior (topology 
changes), resulting from an LGTN deviation, can exactly 
be determined. This includes an absolute description of the 
deviating and the reference behavior and relative (PQ and 
P) information for the deviating behavior. 

The deviating behavior of the spring/block system with 
too high amplitude (Fig. 6), on the other hand, is an 
example for continuous topology changes. The deviating 
behavior has a different set of transitions (e.g. landmark 
x2* is reached/left only in the deviating behavior), but it 
has the same order of basis transitions (reaching the rest 
position and the return positions). All deviations at basis 
transitions are continuous. 

5 Related Work 
Relative descriptions are used in various approaches. (9) 
reasons about orders of magnitude, in (2) these concepts 
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Duration to reach the outlet is 
too low, oil at outlet is too hot. 

‘1V” 

---- 

Duration to reach the outlet is too low, duration 
to reach equilibrium temperature is normal. 

7 All possible deviations of behavior under 
o high oil velocity. For a reference system 

ere equilibrium temperature is not reached, 
avior A is possible. If it is normally reached at 
outlet, behavior C is possible. If it is normally 
hed inside the heat exchanger, behaviors B, C 

A change of topology: the outlet has 
been reached, but the oil is still hot. 

A change of topology: equilibrium 
temperature is reached at the outlet. 

are used for fault diagnosis. The IQ analysis of (3) is a 
qualitative sensitivity analysis of a system’s steady state. 
Similar techniques that aim at fault diagnosis can be found 
in (4,5,6). Dynamic systems, on the other hand, are 
malyxxl in Weld’s DQ analysis and emrggerution (11). 
Both techniques predict the effects of differential changes 
as RSIM+ does. Input and output of RSIM+ and DQ 
analysis are similar, but DQ analysis cannot answer 
questions that require a comparison of deviations. Infer- 
ences in DQ analysis are based on the concept of perspec- 
tive , i.e. parameter deviations are not only described with 
respect to time but additionally relative to other parameters. 
In this way, a comparison of intervals of different length is 
possible. In RSIM+, this problem is solved by interval tran- 
sitions that perform a synchronization. DQ analysis 
sometimes produces no output. Due to this fact, topology 
changes can only be handled in an unsatisfying way (see 
10, Section 4). RSIM+ always makes a prediction that 
contains all possible behaviors including changes in the 
behavioral topology. In (1) it is demonstrated how the 
comparative analysis problems that can be treated by DQ 
analysis can instead be solved by algebraic and qualitative 
manipulation of equations. Exaggeration answers concrete 
questions about the effects of a certain differential 
deviation on a target parameter. For this purpose it first 
exaggerates the given deviation, then simulates the exag- 
gerated system and finally rescales the exaggerated 
behavior by comparing it to a simulated normal behavior. 
Exaggeration always gives an answer that unfortunately 
can be wrong if not all relationships between parameters 
are monotonous. The idea of an exaggeration conflicts with 
a comparison of deviations because all deviations are 
mapped into the same set of extreme values. RSIM+‘s 
simulation techniques are similar to those of QSIM. But 
RSIM+‘s inferences have a more constructive character. 
RSlM+ does not use Waltz filtering. 

6 Summary 
Relative descriptions are necessary to characterize certain 
kinds of system deviations and the resulting behavior. 
RSIM+ is a simulator that works with relative descriptions 
and is able to compare deviations with each other. The 
physical systems that can be described by RSIM+ corre- 
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spond to those of QSIM. In RSIM+, the special properties 
of linear, overlinear and underlinear relationships between 
parameters are exploited to gain more accuracy $ the 
prediction of system behavior. Additionally, faulty M rela- 
tionships like TOO-FLATe+ can be express& RSIM+ 
predicts all changes to system behavior that can follow 
from LGTN deviations, i.e. changes in the behavioral 
topology are included. 
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